
Minutes of the Annual General Meeting of the Suffolk Concert Band held on
Wednesday 24th February 2016, at 7.45pm, at Holy Trinity Church Hall, Ipswich

Chair: Mr Brian Annis (VP)
Members Present: 29
VPs Present: None

 1. Apologies for absence
These were received from; Roger Jones (VP), Suzanne Dexter-Mills (VP), Barry Salmon (VP), Heulwen 
Peters, Lisa Cheadle, Jane Walker, Bev Steensma, Vince Steensma, Nicola Day, Ruth Symington, Andrew
Farthing, Hannah Kingston.

 2. Adoption of minutes held on Wednesday 25th February 2015
The minutes were adopted by the meeting.
Proposed – Gordon Scopes
Seconded – Toby Hope
The vote was unanimously in favour of the proposal.

 3. Matters arising from meeting held on Wednesday 25th February 2015
There were no matters arising.

 4. Proposals for Vice-Presidents
There were no proposal for Vice-Presidents

 5. Proposals for Honorary Members
The committee proposed that Stan Goodall becomes an honorary member
Proposed – Simon Pulham
Seconded – Gordon Scopes
The vote was unanimously in favour of the proposal.

 6. Officer Reports
 6.1. Chairman – Simon Pulham

“Thank you all for your support. 

My thanks are due to our hard working committee and also our Musical Directors for the last year.

In speaking to a prospective committee member recently Angela said that she was in charge. I am of 
course delighted to let her continue think so – and in the spirit of  such things hope that she will 
continue to let me think that I am!

Angela does an enormous amount for the band and I look forward to her report and the wonderful 
‘take’ that she has on our ‘goings on’. Everybody continues to make a unique contribution – I do think 
that a special mention must be made about Adrian  (who is a great champion of the rota) he readily 
undertakes making contact with prospective conductors and making arrangements.

Amongst my often repeated sayings is ‘The Suffolk Concert Band has never needed any help to loudly
and out of tune!’ 

I do feel that over the last year we achieved some very musical playing. Lots of work and attention to 
dynamics and phrasing by John produced a very satisfactory recording. Tom and Duke and now 
Charles have all continued in requiring us to observe the ‘marks’ and we seem to have taken notice – 
lets continue! 

It has always amazed me that if an F# is always an F# (or a Gb) then why isn’t a piano mark always a 
piano mark?

We do encourage you to send in feedback after each session and after John’s  last set we only had 
five and all of them from women – I wonder if that is significant?!

Having mentioned feedback your support for Tom - one of our own – was clearly demonstrated in an 
overwhelming vote of confidence. It was great to be with Tom and Zoe as part of their wedding 
celebrations and we wish them continued health and happiness.

Another interesting point that emerged from the feedback was a comment about the Bury concert and 
whether or not it was a concert of ‘military’ music. It set me thinking. What would be a concert of 
military music? What does a wind band need to do in 2016. 

Do we need to play transcriptions of Beethoven anymore? Yet at one time the only way people heard 



a lot of classical music was through the local or regimental band playing it. Conversely with all the 
cover bands that there are around do we need to play the ‘Beatles’ – or anything else? 

A little over a hundred years ago Holst wrote his first suite for military band. 

Percy Fletcher was another early composer for original works  for wind band.

The 1920’s saw the arrival of the Vaughn Williams Folk Song Suite.

John Ansell wrote ‘Plymouth Hoe’ for the BBC Wireless Military Band, interestingly played at the 
Proms two years ago  -  by an orchestra!

Surely then it can be claimed that they are all ‘military music’?

We should not forget the dance overture by Bush that Duke introduced us to written for wind band in 
the 1930’s – several people began to take to this and perhaps corrected parts supplied we should visit
it again?

Incidentally several people also said how much they would have liked to do a complete performance 
of ‘Adrenalin City’.

So what is a military programme?????

Be careful what you ask for!

All I can tell you is that Martin Bell was delighted with the programme and shook me warmly by the 
hand and said we were all wonderful – he was very p…..!

Anyway it’s time for me to finish and in anticipation of our fiftieth anniversary year …….my next project
is to write an award winning novel……….the title is ‘50 shades of Red and Yellow’

Be sure to order your copy or even better - be part of a bright and musically relevant future.

Thank you!”

 6.2. Secretary – Angela Hope
“It is with an inevitable predictability that I start my report, thanking those who have gone above and 
beyond over the last year and deserve a special mention. 

To Lisa, for her continuing hard work with the newsletter. I'm pretty sure that to most of you the 
newsletter is something that just turns up by magic dust once a month so when you see her then do 
make a point of thanking Lisa personally, I'm sure she will appreciate that.

To Mandy, who arrives early and sets up the tea things for me, prints out the newsletter, helps out 
whenever a working party is required and is generally one of those unsung heroes of the band.

To the Kings Head pub and Lucy, for allowing us the use of the pub (and of course the bar) for 
committee meetings.

To you all for your co-operation with the recent photo taken of the band at Christmas. We wanted to 
have a photo of the band with John Whelton for the archive (and we will be presenting him with a 
signed copy in due course – if you have not yet signed it, it will be in the kitchen along with my 
infamous sharpie during the break). Despite the considerable level of moaning that we all had to 
endure that evening, it turned out to be a pretty good shot!

And finally, to Paul, who is always on “hand” to help with the tea making and washing up. The week he
turned up after chopping the ends off most of his fingers I said to him “Paul – what use are you to me 
now you can't wash up?” (I was obviously joking by the way). Paul, never one to moan or complain, a 
trooper one might say, calmly pulled out a pair of plastic gloves from his pocket and proceeded to 
plunge his hands into his scalding hot bowl of water and wash up as usual. And yes, that did shut me 
up!

A few people have mentioned to me over the last couple of weeks, how much they were looking 
forward to my report. Seriously....I feel I may crumble under the pressure and I sense that this may 
turn into an Angela ramble rather than anything of any substance. Don't get me wrong, this band 
provides me with more than enough material to indulge my comedic side but that bar is set quite 
high...



My biggest news from the last 12 months is that I now have 99.999% of all email addresses from the 
band. Yes you heard that right. I even have Chris's! The 0.001% has said point blank he (or she) does 
not use email – the maths isn't quite right but you get the point. I'm flagging that up as a success for 
the Secretary (it's only taken 14 years) and I'm buying myself a new notebook to celebrate.

So finally the band is becoming technically savvy. Even the Chairman is now au fait with Facebook (he
has yet to find out how to send an email to the band via TeamSnap but we're working on that!)

At the start of the year, the committee were given a brief by Simon to discuss and review the working 
structure of the band. The first item to be discussed was the potential introduction of a technology 
system. This gave me the opportunity to get my IT geek head on and I went on a mission to see what I
could find: Teamer, TeamStats, Arrange My Game, TeamStuff, ActiveSports, Capterra, Bonzi, 
ArtsVision, Backstage.....I tried them all.

And this segues me nicely into TeamSnap. When I stumbled across this piece of software, putting 
aside the fact that it is predominantly aimed at kids football teams, it pretty much ticked all the boxes. 
And the boxes that it didn't tick we have found useful ways round to make it work for us.

Unfortunately, the wind up watches amongst us still think it's easier to clamber over a shed-load of 
percussionists and kit, stare at a piece of paper on a noticeboard only to realise they had forgotten 
their pen, clamber back over a shed-load of percussionists and kit, get their pen, clamber back over 
blah blah blah, find their name and put a question mark beside it...than to click yes, no or maybe in a 
single email. The more prudent amongst us may feel this is a profligate use of band funds. But for 
between £11-£13 per month (depending on the exchange rate) I feel it has revolutionised the role of 
both the Secretary and the Membership Secretary within this band.

And I nearly forgot....it has an app!! How exciting is that?? And a really good app to boot....(told you I 
was geek!)

Enough about TeamSnap, there will be plenty of time to quibble further about that again later on in 
this meeting.

For the most part this year, the committee have been discussing our 50 th Anniversary, which, if you 
don't know already, is next year. There have been so many circles that my head is spinning (I believe 
Albert Einstein once said that the definition of Insanity is to keep doing the same thing over and over 
again and expecting different results – well this is sometimes what it is like being on the committee. 
Planning 2017 has been somewhat of a “slippery eel” but things are now beginning to fall into place 
and I look forward to an exciting year ahead.

Before I close, I want to let you in on a little secret/in-joke as it were...

Committee meetings are part of my life. I have been going to them for so long I hardly notice them any
more. They are generally good-humoured and we usually do “have a laugh”. However, to make things 
a little more interesting I often pick up on certain words and phrases that my fellow committee 
members use. My notebook is littered with these words and phrases surrounded by asterisks. I then 
challenge myself to use these words in the correct context in the minutes – it keeps me amused 
anyway. I usually fail...until now. Did you spot them?

And I leave you with this little thought....

“The key to success is not perfection. It is making peace with the phrase “Good Enough” and moving 
on. Done is better than perfect.” “

 6.3. Treasurer – Mark Cheadle
The accounts were circulated.

Gift Aid refund was higher last year due to the increase in subscriptions.

Insurance Claim refers to the music belonging to Essex Concert Band that was lost last year.

Kath Sutton asked which societies we pay subscriptions too? This is BASBWE and Ipswich Arts 
Association. 

The difference of income over expenditure last year is the equivalent of the payment made for a bus to
Eastbourne.

Mark proposed a vote of thanks to Jill Blofield for acting as Independent Examiner.



Mark proposed that the statement of accounts be adopted by the meeting.
Proposed – Toby Hope
Seconded – Maggie Porter
The vote was unanimously in favour of the proposal.

 6.4. Membership Secretary – Gordon Scopes
Stan Goodall retired from the band.

New members; Megan Hewitt (Bb Clarinet), Tracy Smith (Bb Clarinet) and Jonathan Ferguson 
(Percussion) joined the band.

TeamSnap was introduced to the band while Gordon was away and he reported that he has found this
new system challenging. He asked members to comment on the use of TeamSnap later on in the 
agenda.

 6.5. Librarian – Tom Rumbold
Tom thanked Mark Cheadle for all his work making the insurance claim for the missing music. Ten 
pieces of music had to be replaced. Nine pieces have been returned to the Essex Concert Band. One 
piece is outstanding from the publisher, possibly out of print.

Tom thanked the working party at FADOS for getting the onto the new shelving. More new shelving 
has been purchased and another working party is required to complete the work.

Four new pieces of music were purchased last year; Feliz Navidad, A Christmas Celebration, 
Christmas on Broadway and Gaudete. Simon Pulham also purchased Chansons De Normandie.

 6.6. Concert Manager – Russell Banyard
Russell thanked everyone who helps to set up the band at both rehearsals and concerts. The Theatre 
Royal at Bury St Edmunds provided a new challenge last year of fitting everyone in! He also thanked 
members for their patience with regards to differing rehearsal layouts depending on the current MD

Russell reiterated that we will be requiring another working party in the near future to help complete 
the work in the library, hopefully clearing and selling the trailer. For the bigger engagements we have 
been hiring a van at a cost of approximately £125, which makes the job much easier.

Russell wanted to give special thanks to Paul for all his help, arriving early at rehearsals to help set up
and often being the last to leave and lock up at the end.

 7. Musical Director Reports

Tom Rumbold – September to December 2015
Tom reported how much he had enjoyed his session with the band last year. Despite the horror from some
members for having to play Christmas music in September!

Mandy Chinery acknowledged Tom for his arrangements of pieces of music for the Christmas Concert.

 8. Election of Committee

Chairman – Simon Pulham
Proposed – Alison Keep
Seconded – Toby Hope
The vote was unanimously in favour of the proposal

Secretary – Angela Hope
Proposed – Sarah Saunders
Seconded – Maggie Porter
The vote was unanimously in favour of the proposal

Treasurer – Mark Cheadle
Proposed – Simon Cutts
Seconded – Gordon Scopes
The vote was unanimously in favour of the proposal

Membership Secretary – Gordon Scopes
Proposed – Nicola Day
Seconded – Maggie Porter
The vote was unanimously in favour of the proposal



Librarian – Tom Rumbold
Proposed – Angela Hope
Seconded – Maggie Porter
28 Members were in favour of the proposal. 1 Against.

Concert Manager – Russell Banyard
Proposed – Nicola Day
Seconded – Lucy Ball
The vote was unanimously in favour of the proposal

 8.1. Election of Other Committee Members

Trustee – Heulwen Peters
Proposed – Angela Hope
Seconded – Gordon Scopes
The vote was unanimously in favour of the proposal

Trustee – Adrian Budgen
Proposed – Lucy Ball
Seconded – Gordon Scopes
The vote was unanimously in favour of the proposal

Trustee – Pennie Nash
Proposed – Simon Pulham
Seconded – Gordon Scopes
The vote was unanimously in favour of the proposal

 9. Approval of Independent Examiner for Suffolk Concert Band Accounts
Jill Blofield was proposed to be the Independent Examiner for the Suffolk Concert Band Accounts.
Proposed – Mark Cheadle
Seconded – Angela Hope
The vote was unanimously in favour of the proposal

 10. Membership Subscriptions for 2017
It was proposed that subscriptions will be increased to £102 in 2017 (£35 for those in full time education).
Proposed – Mark Cheadle
Seconded – Toby Hope
28 Members were in favour of the proposal. 1 Abstained.

 11. TeamSnap
Sally Webb thanked all of Gordon's hard work with the previous system that was used.

Clem Cocker had some questions regarding logging in to his account. All technical questions should be 
referred to Angela after the meeting.

The pros of TeamSnap were:
• useful for contacting other members of the band
• a helpful reminder about rehearsals and engagements
• easy to use

Gordon reported that he felt members are not reporting their absence from rehearsals as they used too. 
Angela responded by suggesting that we provide a clear policy to members how we would like them to use 
the system.

From a show of hands from present members, the majority were happy for us to continue using TeamSnap.
Five members will not use TeamSnap.

 12. 50th Anniversary Year
Simon Pulham explained that the committee is working hard to put a plan together for 2017. One event he 
flagged up was a possible weekend away.

Alison Keep suggested that we invite past members back to do a concert.

 13. MD Rota
Simon Pulham reported that we had agreed to trial the rota system until the end of this year. A number of 
members reported that they were enjoying the different challenges and the variety of the rota. One member
reported they did not like the rota and would prefer a principle MD including a regular guest slot.



The outcome of the discussion was that there appears to be three options: 1) continue with the rota as it 
stands, 2) appoint a principal MD, 3) appoint a principal MD but have a regular guest conductor. From a 
show of hands from present members the majority would like some sort of rota in place, so either option (1)
or (3) 

 14. Any Other Business
Gordon Scopes reported that Trevor Brown is seriously unwell and awaiting possible liver transplant at 
Addenbrookes. Don Cheesewright has had a number of falls and is also seriously unwell.

Meeting closed at 9.10pm


